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Vertical Integration Model The Links in the Supply Chain 
 The SCOR model is one of the most common representations 

of the flow of a typical supply chain.  
Plan 
The first stage involves planning what will happen in the 
subsequent stages. This includes: 

o Forecasting product demand 
o Prioritizing requirements and requests 
o Assessing current and required resources 

(people, machinery, technology, raw materials, 
etc.) 

o Planning to bridge resource gaps 
o Planning production and inventory levels 
o Establishing price points and sales strategies 

Source 
The next stage involves procuring the items necessary to make 
the product. This includes: 

o Ordering, receiving, and inspecting materials 
required 

o Ensuring that all necessary resources are in 
place 

o Receiving or issuing payment 
o Organizing materials and distributing goods to 

manufacturing 
Make 
Once all the pieces are in place, the product can be created. 
This includes: 

o Requesting and receiving the materials and 
resources required 

o Manufacturing, testing, packaging, and 
releasing products 

o Managing manufacturing facilities 
Deliver 
The fourth stage is all about getting the product to its 
destination, including: 

o Customizing the product or service 
o Creating price quotes 
o Receiving, fulfilling, and invoicing customer 

orders 
o Managing data about customers and products 
o Managing accounts receivable, credit, and 

collections 
o Warehousing processes (such as picking and 

filling orders) 
o Shipping and transportation processes 

Return 
The final stage is handling any products that need to return to 
the distributor or manufacturer. This might include: 

o Processing returns and defective merchandise 
o Managing recalls 
o Overseeing the process to replace merchandise 
o Managing warranties and guarantees 
o Recycling and re-use programs 

Virtual Integration Model 
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Defining Sustainability Understanding Your Market Type 
The United Nations defines sustainability as, “A decent 
standard of living for everyone today without compromising 
the needs of future generations.” (Source: 
http://www.un.org/en/sustainablefuture/sustainability.shtml)  
 
In business, we can help promote and support sustainability by 
looking at profit as having three different elements. This is 
referred to as the triple bottom line. 
 

 
 

Here is a diagram outlining the four major market types and what kind of 
supply and demand they usually have. 
 

 
 
Let’s take a closer look at each category. 
 
Developing 
This is the category that new, unknown products fall into. Supply is low and 
so is demand. For example, think of a new smartphone that has just been 
released, but has not attracted major attention yet. 
 
Growth 
As the product grows and becomes more well-known, demand will grow. 
However, supplies may struggle to keep up. At this stage, monitoring, 
growing, and supporting the supply chain are important steps for the 
product to succeed.  
 
Continuing with our smartphone example, at this stage it has finally attracted 
attention. Manufacturing cannot keep up with the demand and customers 
are anxiously waiting for the product. 
 
Steady 
This is the ideal phase for most products. Supply and demand are relatively 
high. A strong supply chain can ensure constant flow of the product to 
customers and a steady influx of revenue for the company. 
 
In our example, at this stage the new smartphone has been around for 
almost a year. All orders have been fulfilled and stores are able to stock the 
new phone for immediate purchase. 
 
Mature 
At this stage, the demand for the product has dropped, but supply may still 
be high. It’s important to pay attention to the supply chain to ensure that 
manufacturing stops at the right point and that inventory is sold off 
efficiently to prevent waste and lost revenue. 
 
With our smartphone example, this is the time when retailers put the 
current smartphone on sale in anticipation of the next version soon being 
released. 

Signs of Trouble  
in Your Supply Chain 
Once you start looking at your supply chain’s key performance 
indicators, you will probably discover some areas that aren’t 
performing as they should (whether in terms of processes or 
final output).  
 
Here are some signs of trouble that you should watch for and 
address. 
 
 

o Decision makers can’t find the data that they need 
when they need it. 

o No one can tell you how forecasts were developed. 
o Inventory is never present in the right amounts; 

either too much is being stored or customers are 
waiting too long for orders. 

o Vital cycle times (such as transfer time between 
facilities, inventory storage time, and delivery times) 
are not consistent. 

o The supply chain lacks visibility. 
 

 


